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What is an Invisalign Open 

Day? 

An Invisalign Open Day gives an opportunity 

for patients to visit us for a full, free 

consultation with one of our dentists to see if 

they are suitable for Invisalign treatment. 

 

We will have the latest technology to scan 

your teeth and show you a glimpse of your future smile! 

 
 
 

When and where is it? 

Our Invisalign Open Day will be held on Saturday 26th March at our practice on 14 

Union Quay, Cork City. View on Google Maps! 
 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/CuKSd6zUrABs8jSH6


What costs are involved? 

Invisalign starts at €2,650 for ‘Invisalign Express’ (used for very small movements 

using only 7 aligners), ‘Invisalign Lite’ and ‘Invisalign Go’ is €3,680 for 14-20 

aligners, and ‘Invisalign comprehensive’ is €4,900 for more complex cases. Most of 

our patients fall into the ‘Invisalign Lite / Invisalign Go’ bracket. This is determined 

from Invisalign doctors and engineers and can be determined on the day during 

your one to one consultation. 

On the day, we will be offering €300 off from the quoted fees above for patients 

paying deposits on the day. 

 
 

What do I receive for the quoted fee? 

First of all, the fee never changes, nor are there any 

added costs (unless separate treatment needs to be 

carried out such as fillings, extractions etc) which are 

priced individually and are on our website. 

 
What you’ll receive for your Invisalign treatment is: 

• Outcome simulator  

● All of your visits and Invisalign aligners 

● Virtual Care pack 

● A full clinical check up (worth €50) 

● Philips Zoom professional whitening (worth €299) 

● Removable retainers after treatment has been complete (included in Philips 

Zoom whitening price listed above) 

 
*All Invisalign treatments are subject to 20% tax back from revenue and we will 

provide you with a Med2 form to help you with this. 

 

€349 worth of 
treatments 

added 



What happens after my consultation? 

 
So, once you’re happy with the outcome simulation of your future 

smile, we will send the digital file off to Invisalign. Once received, they 

will have dentists and engineers working on your case. They will create 

a clinical simulation of your smile called a ‘Clincheck’. 

 

In the meantime, we will schedule a full check up to  ensure your oral 

health is suitable for orthodontic treatment. If the exam doesn’t 

show that any restorative work needs to be carried out, we can 

proceed to the ‘Clincheck’ stage. 

 

Occasionally, some restorative work needs to be carried out prior to 

invisalign treatment. The reason why it cannot be during treatment 

is due to your aligners being created from a scan of your teeth and if 

they change in shape it will affect the fit of your aligners and 

ultimately not working for you as planned. 

 
The Clincheck will give you the real results of what Invisalign will do 

for you. It has been designed by engineers and dentists to give 

realistic results that will be achieved. 

Once you’re happy at this short appointment, this is the step where we 

order the aligners to be manufactured for you! 

 
Almost there! 

Next is the visit to fit your aligners, this is a longer appointment. At this 

visit, you will be fitted with your first aligner, and be given your next 

couple of sets to take with you and swap out at the prescribed intervals. 

 
 

For the next few months, you’ll attend the clinic regularly for some 

short appointments to make sure everything is going to plan. You will 

be well used to us! 

 

We look forward to seeing you soon! 


